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Abstract. While privacy-enhancing solutions for car-to-car communi-
cation are increasingly researched, end user aspects of such solutions have
not been in the focus. In this paper, we present a qualitative study with
16 car drivers in South Africa for analysing their privacy perceptions
and preferences for control and privacy trade-offs, which will allow to
derive end user requirements for privacy and identity management for
vehicular communication systems. Our results show that while the South
African participants are willing to share their location data with family
and close friends, they often lack trust in external entities. They perceive
safety implications from criminals and hackers and therefore dispel con-
stant location tracking. Usability, privacy and safety are top priorities,
with differing privacy – usability trade-offs for different users. The results
show that participants demand more control over their privacy and seek
usable privacy notices, transparency and fine-grained controls.

Keywords: Vehicular communication · privacy-enhancing technologies
(PETs) · privacy perception · privacy preferences · usable privacy and
identity management

1 Introduction

Future vehicular communication systems can bring many benefits for society, en-
hancing transportation safety, efficiency and convenience for drivers [17]. How-
ever, they pose privacy challenges at the same time. Continuous collection of
users’ location data enables to profile the drivers’ locations and to derive sen-
sitive information, e.g. about their activities or social contacts. Driving data is
expected to be a 1.2 trillion euro market by 2030 [13], and thus there is an inter-
est to use these data for different purposes. At the same time, many users may
want to benefit from the wide range of applications, from infotainment services,
navigation services, collision avoidance alerts and traffic condition updates, as
long as their privacy is protected. The deployment of the continuous advances
in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) may only become a reality after the
security and privacy of users are safeguarded [21]. There have been an extensive
research on enabling fundamental security and privacy building blocks for the
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introduction of such systems in the future (e.g., [16, 17]). Focusing on achieving
anonymity and unlinkability in car-to-car communication systems, most of the
proposals are pseudonym-based solutions [23]. Despite the importance of the de-
velopment of privacy-enhancing solutions for vehicle communication, we know
little about users’ perceptions about the potential trade-offs of these solutions
and their preferences and requirements in regard to privacy trade-off settings.
We argue that it is essential to understand users’ perception and preferences and
to elicit their privacy requirements for implementing usable privacy and identity
management solutions for VANETs, which are based on usable configuration
options offering suitable selectable privacy settings that similar-minded users
share.

Therefore, within the scope of our study we are motivated to address the
following research questions:

– RQ1: What privacy perceptions and preferences for data sharing and control

do South African drivers have for car-to-car communication systems?

– RQ2: What are their preferences concerning trade-offs of location privacy

vs. costs, safety and utility and usability?

As privacy is a cultural construct [18], user requirements and preferences
may differ culturally. Within the scope of the SSF project SURPRISE and a
SASUF (South Africa – Sweden University Forum) – funded project, we have
the ultimate goal to conduct an intercultural comparison study by researching
these questions in Sweden and South Africa. As a first step in this direction, we
conducted 16 semi-structured interviews with car drivers in South Africa. This
paper reports about the findings of this first study, on which we will base our
future research on usable privacy and identity management for VANETs.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The following sec-
tion 2 presents as Background the current role of privacy in South Africa and
briefly explains how far privacy trade-offs need to be made for privacy-enhancing
VANETs. Section 3 is then presenting the methodology that we took for con-
ducting and evaluating the interviews. The results of the interviews are then
presented in section 4 followed by a discussion in section 5. Section 6 is then
discussing related work before final conclusions and an outlook are provided in
section 7.

2 Background

This section first explains the role of privacy in South Africa, and then the
privacy trade-offs to be made for privacy-enhancing VANETs.

2.1 Privacy in South Africa

From social gatherings to backyard entertainment, South Africans are inevitably
one of the most sociable groups of people around the world [30]. However, this
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may come as a contrast to the amount of value nationals and residents place
on their security and safety on day to day activities and living. With the ever
increasing crime rate in the country [11], many South Africans choose to invest
in putting a guard on their surroundings. This has not only taken place in their
physical environments, but also on various online communication streams and
other interactions.

Views on privacy may be largely impacted through knowledge of the Euro-
pean Union’s (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [10], yet South
Africa’s version of the privacy protection act, the Protection of Personal Infor-
mation (POPI) Act [22], is one that may also ensure that privacy is protected
and preserved. Signed into a law in late 2013, this act is targeted at the protec-
tion of personal information of individuals, with highlights on the confidentiality
and integrity of this personal digital information, amongst others [8].

Privacy preferences by South Africans are more generally by preference, and
one would hope that by an assurance of the safety of data and information, the
average South African will likely have their hearts at rest, that is, by their data
being protected (i.e. private), they will be safe. Nonetheless, this does not seem
to be the case, as research shows that the gap between the expectations that
people have about their privacy protection and whether or not these expectations
are being met, is quite high [7]. A recent study [6] revealed that 91.8% of the
participants had these high expectations concerning their privacy yet remained
concerned when they have to share this information, especially online [6].

With this, it appears there is a clear contradiction as to what is stated in the
POPI Act versus what many nationals actually experience, and whether this is
intentional or not, this raises doubts in many hearts and minds and establishes
the ”concern for information privacy”, as to whether or not their safety is actu-
ally guaranteed, as a result of these privacy expectations [6].

2.2 Privacy Trade-offs

Through an interview with experts researching privacy-enhancing VANETs from
the SURPRISE project, we identified privacy trade-offs that may have to be
made for privacy-enhancing solutions with costs, utility, usability and safety,
which are also partly discussed in [23].

We are focusing on privacy-enhancing solutions based on short-lived pseudonyms
and k-anonymity as the most commonly used, especially by our partners of the
SURPRISE project(e.g., [16, 17]). For such solutions the privacy trade-offs can
be summarised as follows: the shorter the time periods with that pseudonyms
are exchanged, the lower the degree of linkability and thus the higher privacy
protection. However, exchanging pseudonyms frequently implies higher costs for
obtaining more signed pseudonyms from the issuing party (trade-offs with costs).
Moreover, traffic collisions may be more difficult to predict the shorter the time
periods are (trade-offs with traffic safety). On the other side, the more frequent
traffic information is submitted, the higher the quality of traffic information.
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However, if pseudonyms are often reused in a period of time, the degree of link-
ability raises (trade-offs with quality/utility).

Another privacy-enhancing technique is using obfuscation by generalizing the
spatiotemporal information related to the drivers’ location information, such
that the location of a driver cannot be distinguished from that of at least k-
1 other drivers, thus achieving k-anonymity [28]. For PET solutions with k-
anonymous location privacy, privacy trade-offs with utility, and thus with us-
ability, arise as well, as we will illustrate below.

3 Methodology

We conducted 16 semi-structured interviews with car drivers in South Africa
to analyse what privacy perceptions and preferences drivers have for car-to-car
communication systems and to find out how would they trade-privacy off with
other goals such as costs, usability, data quality, safety. The study was approved
by Research Ethics Board at University of Pretoria and the Ethical Advisor at
Karlstad University. In this section we describe the qualitative research methods
employed, interview procedure and data analysis.

3.1 Participants

We recruited our participants via posting flyers around University of Pretoria’s
campus and asking individuals through word of mouth. In the invitation let-
ter, we did not use the word ”privacy” to avoid a bias. The invitation letter
requested participants who had used any kind of car-to-car communication sys-
tem, but did not place any other restrictions for participation. We asked all 16
participants that volunteered to first fill in a short questionnaire and sign a con-
sent form for informing about data processing in compliance with POPI act and
the GDPR. The questionnaire requested demographics (age group, gender, ed-
ucational background) and asked them to specify the vehicular communication
system they currently use or had used before. We interviewed 10 male (P1-2, 4-7,
10-11, 15-16) and 6 female (P3, 8-9, 12-14) participants in age groups ranged
from 18 to 40, all from South Africa. Five participants were students (P1, 5,
9-11), 9 had a university degree (P3-4, 6-8, 13-16) and 2 had a MSc degree or
higher (P2, 12). Our participants used different vehicular communication and
navigation tools, most common Waze and Google Maps.

3.2 Interview Procedure

All interviews were conducted face-to-face in a semi-structured fashion, last-
ing for 20 minutes on average, and were all audio-recorded. Before we defined
the catalog of interview questions, we conducted interviews with PET research
experts of the field to identify the potential privacy trade-offs (see section 2.2).
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Privacy perceptions and preferences for existing systems Particularly,
the focus on existing systems rather than future developments was on purpose
as we wanted to look at users’ experience and perception on practical solutions
and not on newer systems that are hardly in use or not at all. Participants were
asked questions about their perceptions about existing vehicular communication
systems in terms of perceived sensitivity towards location data tracking, location
data linked with their identity, and if they want to manage and control the
driving data or hand over the control to others. Furthermore, we asked them
with whom they would share their identity/location data and with whom not,
and whether the users would like that other drivers can have location privacy
and under which conditions (e.g., whether accountability plays a role).

Privacy perceptions and preferences for PETs To address and identify
drivers’ trade-off preferences of short-lived pseudonyms, we asked participants
questions about their perceptions in regard to different trade-offs of location
privacy with costs, data quality/utility/usability, and safety. They were asked
if they perceived any advantages of PET solutions for VANETs in comparison
to existing ones, and whether they would pay for obtaining more pseudonyms
from an issuing party to increase pseudonymity. They were also asked whether
they would like to be located for safety reasons (in case of an accident), against
whom they want to be private and whether they would like to have fine-grained
privacy controls for protecting and sharing personal location data.

Privacy vs. data utility preferences We introduced participants with a
use case for a privacy-enhancing solution based on obfuscation of location data.
Practically they were said to imagine they were getting assistance from a nav-
igation application on their mobile phone when searching for available parking
spots in their nearby. They were shown two mock-ups consisting of two different
navigation maps (see Figure 1), where in the first one the user would receive a
map with parking places in the specific street he was interested in, and in the
second one, he would receive a map with parking places for a larger region. In
the first case, as he is the only driver in that street at the moment, the service
provider can identify the user and see his fine-grained location. In the other one,
it is possible to hide his exact location so that the system would not know where
he is exactly, since there are many other cars nearby (it is possible to hide within
a crowd of (k) other car drivers for achieving k-anonymity). Then, in order to
get in the nearby parking spot, the user zooms-in the map. We asked them how
they would trade privacy vs. data utility/usability in that scenario.

Ranking of goals In the last part of the interview, we asked our participants
to rank different goals such as: usability and data utility, costs, safety, account-
ability, privacy.
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Fig. 1. Navigation maps mock-ups

3.3 Data Analysis

All interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed and coded using open, axial and
selective data coding methods of grounded theory [12, 26]. Thus, the themes
to answer the research questions emerged from the inductive analysis of the
interview transcripts. To do so, we firstly got ourselves familiar with the data
by reading through the scripts multiple times. Then we performed open coding
process with the help of the guidelines from the Saldaña code book [25] to
develop an initial codebook. Secondly these codes and concepts derived from
the data were combined into categories and that resulted in the development
of core categories in the axial coding phase. After iterative discussions between
two researchers, we observed and agreed on a set of findings. Over 100 unique
codes emerged from the analysis, which were then assigned to several categories
such as ”criteria for sharing”, ”data control”, ”lack of trust”, etc. The data
analysis was supported by NVivo 12 software. Using a software program such as
NVivo facilitated creative management of multiple data sources, enabled multiple
overlapping nodes and ensured visibility of our methodological processes [24].

4 Results

In this section, we present and expand on the main categories that emerged from
the evaluation of the interview transcripts, including quotes from participants
labeled P1 to P16.

4.1 Privacy perceptions about car-to-car communication

This category describes participants’ perceived sensitivities and concerns about
data used in vehicular communication systems, positive and negative perceptions
using the system, and how they perceive location tracking implications.
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Comfort with Data Collection Participants shared privacy concerns in re-
gard to the system provider collecting personal data about them. Our analysis
shows that perceived privacy and security risks of big data collection by the
provider impacts their comforts. Six participants proved to be very uncomfort-
able with personal data being collected by the system. ”It actually scares me to

know how much Google knows about me and the places I visit. There is a huge

privacy issue there in terms of Google and in terms of what they actually track

about the user. Cause as end users we do not necessary know what data Google

is collecting and essentially what they are doing with that data” (P2).

Ten other participants are less concerned about location data being collected,
often rationalizing that it is beneficial to improve the system or the user experi-
ence. However, half of these participants (P1, 3, 9, 12, 15) are not comfortable
with location data being linkable with other data, especially identity. This in-
dicates that participants are often unaware that the user of location data can
anyhow be easily identified, which means that they are anyhow concerned.

Therefore, all but five participants (P1-5, 9-10, 12-13, 15-16) would feel very
uncomfortable with linking location data with name and that data being shared
with third parties. ”I am on the edge about that because it is linked to my identity,

that compromises my privacy” (P10).

Furthermore, our observation demonstrates a lack of understanding of the
problem of metadata that could be inferred from location data and thus, partic-
ipants inadvertently believe there is no risk to privacy (P1, 8-9, 11, 13).

On the other side, P6-8, 11, 14 expressed different views on the perceived
comfortability in respect to the third party the data is shared with, and the
perceived benefits, as P14 argued: ”Well, I don’t know. If it is insurance or

somewhere I need help, then that is perfectly fine”.

Some participants (P3, 10-11) rationalized their reluctance to take actions to
protect their privacy considering themselves not important enough, as captured
by the following statement by P11: ”The only concern would be if someone wants

to use my location data against me in some negative way, which I can not really

see a situation like that happening except if I am the American president”.

When asked about the perceived level of sensitivity of different types of data
such as: identity/location/navigation data, most participants (P1-4, 6-9, 12-14,
16) regarded them as very sensitive. ”I mean they are sensitive data, personal

information so they are extremely sensitive to me” (P12). In comparison, P5,
10-11, 15 do not really consider the data very sensitive.

Concerns about home address and identity information were among the most
sensitive issues discussed, as partly mentioned due to burglary problems in South
Africa. When asked if they think that someone could derive sensitive details from
the location data, all participants identified home address inference concern.
“Generally no, but my house, my home yes. Like the data says I go to University

of Pretoria every day that is fine but I don’t want particularly people know where

my house is” (P9).

Moreover, some participants acknowledged that association of a user with a
specific location can reveal sensitive details about different things: health prob-
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lems, association among people, habits, etc. ”Yeah, definitely, I mean you can

figure out if two people are closely related, you can figure out when did they meet

up, where they meet up” (P16).

Users privacy concerns in car-to-car systems Privacy risks can be con-
ceptualized as the perceived potential loss of control in regard to data disclosure
and the potential misuse of personal information [29].

Participants’ privacy concerns range from fear of data misuse and worries
about bad privacy practices of the data in general, to data security issues and
potential leaks. Among the perceived risks they emphasized the risk of tracking,
profiling, third party data sharing and impersonation attacks.

Most of the participants (twelve out of sixteen) fear that their data could be
used in a way that could damage their reputation and perceive location tracking
implications in terms of privacy and safety, often aggravated to fear of life. ”I
do think there are implications if someone is looking to do something malicious

then yeah, definitely. As I said if someone is willing, they can put in the effort

and try to track me down”(P10). On a related note, three participants (P9, P10,
P13) raised the fear of stalking as a possible implication of tracking. ”I mean

of course someone can find where I stay and use that against me by coming to

my house or following me where I would go usually everyday, I could be stoked”

(P9).
Several other participants (P5, 11-12) identified location tracking implica-

tions in relation to car robbery crime or safety threats in South Africa. ”For
instance I know criminals in South Africa especially try to keep track of when

someone is at home or when they get back. If they then get my information and

keep track of when I am not home to possibly go and rob, yeah” (P11).
P12 emphasized the safety risks of kidnapping: ”Of course there is security

implication, especially in South Africa, you wouldn’t want anyone to know where

you are living because the problem is in terms of security, is the people that know

you that actually are the security risk and not the people that might not know

you. To an extent for example in my home country kidnapping is a huge thing”.
Some participants highlighted their inability to prevent location tracking by

keeping the location disabled as much as possible and seem resigned against
constant tracking by companies.“I guess you just resign to the fact that Google

can do this much tracking and damage to your reputation, you come to terms

that being the only option that you have” (P2). P12 has lost her trust in achieving
location privacy noting:“I know I am being tracked and I know there is no privacy

so I don’t. . . ”.
On the other side, participants expressed concerns whether companies have

the adequate technical means to protect their data, whether it is stored securely,
encrypted and anonymised in the first place. Moreover, users are concerned of
the purposes the driving data is being used for, as highlighted by P16. ”It would
be quite intense I think because it sort of comes out to how would they use

that information, that would be my biggest question”. Regarding other factors
impacting their concerns, participants (P1-2, 6) echoed issues if data leaks or
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gets hacked and gets into wrong hands (criminals). ”Maybe I don’t want to use

this because I don’t want this data to be leaked to anybody” (P1).
Managing data collection is very difficult for users because of the different

collectors, which challenges the users’ trust regarding intentional or unintentional
collection of information that is not necessary for the service. P12 brought up the
problem of the enormous data that is collected and its potential misuse from the
services in South Africa. ”How much unnecessary information they would collect

for every service in South Africa, the purpose that they collect it for is not what

they use it for, but are trying to use it for personal gain. In such scenario I am

not protecting my privacy but I feel that they are invading my space”.
If the data is collected, it is easier for the external entities, collectors, gov-

ernments, hackers to access and use the information. Especially, participants
identified an increasing potential for data exploitation by government and law
enforcement, hence feeling about potential privacy intrusions.

Trust on external entities Data disclosure means loss of privacy, hence it is
translated in loss of trust by many participants (P1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 12, 16). Our
results demonstrate that some participants (P4, 7, 10, 13) often perceive strong
lack of trust towards service provider companies and their data collection and
handling practices. “I wouldn’t trust companies, I don’t know why I trust them”

(P7). Our analysis identified that participants are very concerned about the
probability of data misuse by the data receiving party and previous research
found out that users with high privacy concerns also mistrust the integrity of
service providers to appropriately handle their data (Zhou, 2012).

Furthermore, benefit or threat to privacy depends also on the entities that
gain access to personal information, thus participants perceive different division
of trust level between many entities. For instance, all participants identified their
trust in family and friends, but not necessarily in government as highlighted by
P2 and P7. “I think anybody or government that want to exploit data in terms

of spyware or tracking users based on certain risk factors or bodies that want to

sell the information to make profit” (P2).
On the other side, some participants (P3, 8-9, 15) perceived trust in location

based service provider, but do not want to release the data to the public or to
share it with other third parties.

In comparison, the results could also replicate a significant negative effect of
privacy concerns on trust on other drivers in regard to the location data. When
asked whom would they trust in respect to location data, many participants
(P1-2, 4-5, 7, 16) declared they would not trust anyone. “I don’t know whom I

wouldn’t trust because well, you just don’t know, you just don’t trust anyone in

general” (P1).

4.2 Preferences for PETs

This section describes users’ privacy preferences in regard to identity manage-
ment control options, it provides a detailed overview of participants’ require-
ments in regard to collecting and sharing the driving data, conditions for being
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tracked, and whether they prefer other drivers to have location privacy and under
which conditions.

Trust in PETs Our interviewees (eleven out of sixteen) recognize the benefits of
short-lived pseudonyms and PETs in terms of enhancing data privacy, enabling
anonymity, and protecting against tracking and profiling. However, P2 and P12
indicated they would trust pseudonymity only if traceable in case of crime, if
accountability is guaranteed. “I am definitely in favour of the privacy-preserving

pseudonyms however, I guess there is a case where we have to forsake some sort

of trade-off to actually have some regulations and laws in place, so if certain

incidents happen you should actually be able to track an attacker for instance

but, it should not be overly exploited by law enforcement for spying” (P2).
Other participants (P6-8, P10) reflected on other advantages of PETs in

regard to protecting against tracking and profiling. P9, 11, 14 confirmed they
would feel more secure and safe with PETs as they believe PETs can protect
users (scared of being assassinated) from malicious people. P4 liked PETs but
he believes they can be in conflict with transparency:“I can see advantages like

security but then also if you want to see the data they have on you, that would be

very difficult if it is more security in place. You can’t track your data and staff”.
However, some participants perceive limited trust that PETs can protect lo-

cation privacy. For instance, P1 had issues trusting that pseudonymity is securely
implemented, and P2 stated that trust in PETs requires open source. Several
other interviewees also had some questions in regard to PETs. While P14 seem
to have doubts how far databases can really be secured, P16 is not sure how
privacy controls can be implemented.

Privacy preference specification Our qualitative analysis indicates that par-
ticipants have different perceptions in relation to data control, most of them (nine
participants P1, 4-5, 7-8, 11-13, 15) prefer to hand over the control to a trusted
third party believing that they are not inclined to manage the data as it may be
difficult, time-consuming or may hinder system’s usability. Given their desire for
convenience and the difficulty to configure privacy settings, participants might
instead trust the service provider to protect their privacy. Previous literature
has shown that users may be unwilling to manage their privacy due to the re-
quired effort to manage privacy controls and the perceived difficulty to configure
them [19]. In comparison, seven participants (P2-3, 6, 9-10, 14, 16) desire full
controls over the data they share, from decisions to who they share it with, data
minimization to rights to deleting collected data. “I would say the least amount

of driving that that being collected is the best, so I would like to have full control

of my driving data or any data that is being collected” (P2).
All but three participants (P8, P11, P15) prefer fine-grained privacy control

options for protecting and sharing personal location data.
Moreover, participants want to be granted control such as the option to

access, to consent or deletion of their data. Several participants (P5, 16) em-
phasized that users should be able to delete the data collected about them. P5,
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12, 14-16 strongly seek to consent for any data processing practices and want to
have their right to data traceability. P12 explained, “I prefer to know and let me

give my consent to say you can go ahead and use it for research or whatever but,

let me be aware of it”. In addition, participants (P2, 5, 12) desire to be notified
and aware of location tracking. Some of them (P3, 6-8, 14) are comfortable to
be tracked by insurance companies and sometimes police only if it is transparent
and there is a need. When asked whether they want to be tracked for safety, in
case of an accident, P2, 5, 11-13 identified the option to share location in distress
through a panic button rather than being constantly tracked while driving. “Give

you the option to share that, let’s say there is a button that says: Emergency,

call the police” (P5). Furthermore, P10 explained that he refuses to be tracked
by companies:“I think I don’t mind being tracked by close friends and family but

I don’t think tracking information is necessary to big companies and stuff like

that”. Some interviewees (P2, 5, 7) noted they dispel spying by government or
police. “I wouldn’t like to be tracked by the police or things like that” P(5). Other
participants (P1-2, 9, 12) stated they dispel being tracked at all, probably due
to the identified safety risk in South Africa. “I don’t want anyone to track me.

Nobody should track me, no one” (P12).

Transparency Transparency relates to the legal right of the data subject,
granted by the GDPR and the POPI act, to obtain insight in regard to all
processing practices of his data by the data controller. Transparency about the
data collected and the purpose of the collection also influence comfort levels for
data collection [2]. In light of our findings, transparency was a key concern shared
by participants, both in terms of data collection, the processing and storing of it.
This concern increases when data is shared with third parties as P2 elaborated:
“Sometimes is not really transparent in terms of end user knowing that this is

actually happening, without reading through the long terms and conditions to

find print where they say that they store some information about you. It could be

sending it off to third party companies to get additional revenue profits, so there

is no transparency or accountability in terms of what Google is doing with this

location tracking”.

Insights from the responses indicate that participants perceive a strong lack of
service provider accountability, and several of them (P2,12) relate to the GDPR,
raising an interesting point in regard to the applications often being not fully
GDPR compliant with the principles of data minimization and transparency.
Some interviewees also noted that while the collected data would not necessarily
be misused, the uncertainty of what happens with it actually concerned them
more. In principle, all but two participants identified they explicitly seek trans-
parency for the collected data. A strong requirement that participants have is to
be aware of the data that is collected about them. This includes to be informed
about which kind of data are collected, who is receiving it and what is done with
it. ”I would like to know who is being able to see it and why they need to see it”

(P9).
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Our analysis suggests that participants (P2-5, 11-12) are particularly strict
about seeking transparency of purposes of data use, as P12 put it: ”I want to

know what my data is being used for, and if it is being used for what is said they

want to use it for”. P4 and P14 demand transparency not only of how data is
handled, but also and if it is secured and whether it leaks. P8 also pinpointed
transparency in regard to breach notifications, noting: ”I would like to know if

there has been any leaks”.

Even though participants prefer to be informed about everything, this is
practically not always the case, as explained by P1-2, 4-5, 15, who complained
about privacy policies often being too long, containing irrelevant information or
difficult-to-understand.

Sharing criteria We analysed participants’ preferences in regard to with whom
they would like to share their identity/location data and with whom not, and
whether participants would like that other drivers can have location privacy or
not and under which conditions. Through the responses related to discomfort of
data collection, we found out many factors of why participants do not want to
share their data. Perceived risks and limited trust on external entities to protect
the data, were key observations to impact participants’ unwillingness towards
sharing their driving data.

In contrast, most of our participants (12 out of 16) pointed out they would
share location with family and friends. Noteworthy is that participants showed
a high agreement in regard to the specific cases they would share the data other
than their family members.

Participants mentioned safety or emergency situations as the only purposes
for data sharing that they would approve of. When asked whether they want
to share location or identity in case of an accident, all participants expressed
willingness to share location and identity for safety reasons. Therefore, ten out
of sixteen participants indicated they would share location with law enforcement
or insurance for emergency services. However, they seek to share location by
choice, expose it only when the need arises and not continuously while driving.
”Yes, but it would have to be a choice, I would have to say I am at this location, I

would have to give consent that someone else could access it” (P16). On the other
side, the perceived limited trust to use the data appropriately would make some
participants (P1-2, 15, 16) hesitant to share location or identity with external
entities for safety situations. ”Yes, if I have a confidence that that is what it is

used for I guess. If I can guarantee that they are going to use it in a responsible

way” (P15). Our results further substantiate this, as some participants (P2, 7)
seek to be private against government and law enforcement and many (P4, 7,
10, 13, 16) conveyed that they want privacy against companies.

Other participants (P1, 3, 10, 13-14, 16) expressed they want other drivers
to have location privacy as well, and they also liked their family members to
be locatable for safety reasons. ”As well as emergency services, yes. I have a

younger brother, he is still sixteen and when it comes to certain things, you

would want to know where they are” (P13).
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4.3 Privacy trade-off preferences

This section reports about participants’ willingness to trade privacy for data
utility, safety and costs.

The wish for increasing safety and the wish for privacy and potential trade-
offs, is seen in two different spectrums, safety from criminals and hackers, and
traffic safety against car accidents. We found out that the higher the percep-
tion of safety risk from car accidents, the likelihood to trade privacy among
participants increases. All of them agree to share location for traffic safety.

In contrast, our results exhibit significant effects of car robbery problems
in South Africa on the desire for safety and protecting one’s own privacy. Par-
ticipants showed strong safety concerns particularly in regard to tracking for
criminal purposes, kidnapping and stalking (see Section 4.1), thus they explic-
itly demand location privacy from criminals and hackers. Hence, location privacy
towards the service provider and other drivers is rather perceived as an impor-
tant enabler for safety against criminals. While conflicts between privacy and
safety still arise in regard to the question if the drivers’ location should be kept
private from law enforcement, most users would still only trade-off privacy in
specific emergency cases due to their limited trust, as discussed above.

Our results also indicate that many participants (P2, 7-8, 11-13) acknowledge
the importance of user accountability.

The perceptions of privacy risks to personal data had considerable impact
on participants that were less likely to trade privacy off with data utility. Ten
out of sixteen participants precised they would not trade privacy off with data
utility/usability. When asked about the use case presented to them (see Section
3.2), participants (P3-6, 8-10, 13-14, 16) expressed they would be interested in a
more privacy-friendly solution on the cost of data utility/usability. ”I go for the

second one cause my data is protected. And I think it wouldn’t take much time

for me to be able to zoom in and try to get my parking place that I am looking

for” (P6). P5 regarded location privacy more important than usability in the
context of safety problems in South Africa. ”I think the second one, just in terms

of I wouldn’t want people to know where my car is and to be able to follow me

because in our case in South Africa maybe it is a dangerous area where I am

looking for a parking spot and they will know where I am and that I am going to

be there”.
However, not everybody perceived the map providing location generalisation

as a trade-off. P8 would actually see bigger utility on the bigger map, explaining:
”I would prefer the second one actually just because it gives me an overview of...,

I would like to see in my nearby region where the parkings are rather than just

one specific region”. Insights from the responses indicate that the higher the
perception of convenience among the other participants (P1-2, 7, 11, 15), the
likelihood to trade privacy increases. ”First of all, it makes sense, it is pretty

cool. I would probably be on the convenience side and sacrifice privacy but I think

the beauty of this thing is you can be on a continues spectrum, depending on how

much you value privacy and the granularity of this. But for me personally I am

on the convenience side” (P15). In contrast, P11 saw it in relation to crime
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problems in South Africa: ”So, in terms of this, I would say, especially in South

Africa, the first one, the utility is much better cause people in South Africa tend

to park very close to where they want to go cause they are scared to walk”.

Only one participant, P12 explained the trade-off between usability and pri-
vacy depending on the context: ”I am willing to trade-off if the need arises, and

the trade-off for me is really important. But at any given space, the trade-off will

always win: what is more important to me right now? Do I need a parking now

or do I need to protect my privacy now? When I weight the options, I choose

what works now. Tomorrow I may decide not to came to campus by car. I turn

off the tracking and I walk, so it depends”.

However, when asked to rank usability, cost, privacy, safety, accountability
and driving assistance (data utility) as essential triggers of introducing privacy-
enhancing solutions for vehicular communication in the future, there was no clear
indication of their preferences, as participants showed a high variance in their
rankings and also in relation to the above use case preferences. For instance,
six participants (1-2, 9-11, 16) valued usability the most relevant goal, while
four participants (P4, 6, 10, 13) ranked privacy the highest goal and four other
participants (P3, 5, 10, 14) ranked safety against criminals on top. While three
participants (P7-8, 15) qualified driving assistance (data utility) the paramount
goal, interestingly, only P12 perceived accountability the most important. It is
important to note, that privacy, usability and safety were perceived nearly at
the same level, as participants perceived safety and privacy equally important
as their second option.

In light of our findings, cost was perceived the least important goal by all
participants. When asked if they would be ready to pay more for more frequently
changed pseudonyms issued by a third party, we observed a split in participants’
attitudes towards paying. The majority of them (9 out of 16) stated they would
not pay for short-lived pseudonyms. Within the qualitative responses related to
hesitance to pay for more short-lived pseudonyms, we also found explanations
of why participants do not want to pay. P2 and P5 rationalized their reluc-
tance by inferring that pseudonymity/privacy should be cost-free. ”Generally

this anonymity I think shouldn’t really come at the users expense because then

you kind of discriminate against users in terms of - if you want to be more secure

you have to pay more” (P2). ”The thing is I wouldn’t want to pay for it because

that is going to send various people to be less safe because people want the free op-

tion” (P5). While P9 (wrongly) thinks that three alternating pseudonyms would
be sufficient to protect her identity, P12 anyhow does not trust pseudonyms, as
she thinks that they could still be linked with her name. While most participants
expressed scepticism to paying, some (P3-4, 6, 10, 13-14) noted they were willing
to pay but not to a large extent.
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5 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results in terms of the cultural impact and in terms
of end user and design requirements that we can derive for privacy-enhanced
VANETs. Moreover, limitations of our study are briefly discussed.

Cultural aspects: We believe that several of our findings are specific for South
Africa and may not apply for users or other countries, such as especially de-
mand for location privacy for protecting against criminals and stalkers, which is
more an issue in South Africa than Sweden. In addition, also the lack of trust in
Government does likely differ from Sweden, which is according to a recent Eu-
robarometer survey the European country with the highest trust in government
in regard to handling its citizens’ data [9]. Moreover, the willingness to share
location information with family and close friends may be different from Sweden
that has been classified as an individualist society [14] in which responsibility is
taken for direct family only and in which family bounds may be less tight.

End user and design requirements: From our findings we can derive re-
quirements for privacy and identity management for VANETs. Firstly, given the
users’ desire for transparency and control, transparency and intervenability on-
line functions should be offered by design. Particularly, for VANETs based on
short-lived pseudonyms, there should be options for the users to securely and
pseudonymously exercise their transparency and interveneability rights online
(e.g., by authenticating users as the pseudonym holders with zero-knowledge by
using anonymous credential proofs [4]), as it is for instance also supported by
Art. 11 (2) GDPR. Secondly, for meeting preferences in terms of data sharing
as stated by the study participants, fine grained controls should allow to share
location data with persons of trust, while restricting access for the provider and
other external parties. Thirdly, different selectable profiles of privacy settings
should be offered for South African users. The default setting should enforce
the most privacy-friendly option for enforcing the privacy by default principle.
In addition, further selectable profiles could differ in regard to different degrees
of privacy trade-offs with utility/usability and costs while not compromising on
traffic safety and basic privacy protection that were rated with highest priority.

Limitations: Our study may have a bias through the limited number of in-
terviewees with higher educations than the average population. Also for this
reason, we plan a follow-up quantitative study for analysing hypotheses derived
from this study with a broader sample of participants.

6 Related Work

Previous surveys reviewing privacy-preserving solutions for IoT environments
and VANETs based on pseudonyms [1, 23] show that while there have been an
extensive research focusing on technical aspects of PETs for vehicular commu-
nication systems, the end-user aspects of such systems, and especially usable
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pseudonym configurations considering privacy trade-offs, are still fairly unad-
dressed. Nonetheless, earlier research has treated the users’ privacy perceptions
and requirements for different IoT application areas, especially for smart homes,
and for mobile applications, or have studied related end user aspects concerning
privacy and trust for VANETs.

Previous related studies on smart homes have also focused on end user privacy
perceptions and requirements. For instance, the authors in [35] examined users’
attitudes regarding privacy, intimacy and trust issues for medical technology
in smart homes and found privacy and trust the main requirements of users.
Another work [32] explored user-centered privacy design for smart homes and
identified usability, user experience, system intelligence, system modality and,
similarly as we identified in our study for VANETs, also data transparency and
control, security and safety, as key design factors for smart home privacy. Cottrill
et al. [5] conducted a survey to examine consumers’ perceptions of privacy in the
mobile environment and also researched location data sharing preference factors.
The results revealed that while participants responses perceive that sharing data
in the mobile environments pose privacy risks, they do not take further steps to
protect their privacy. Moreover, key findings were that users’ privacy preferences
and willingness to share location data are impacted by personal characteristics,
contextual factors of the possible sharing of data (entities the data could be
shared with - which is also discussed in our study), and the perceived benefits.

In the vehicular context, [31] examined the acceptance of connected vehicular
services in a high-fidelity simulation environment and observed privacy percep-
tions to impact usage adoption. Bossauer et al. [3] qualitatively analyzed the
relationship between the need for trust and privacy in peer-to-peer car-sharing
from the perspective of car owners and rentees. Though, not exclusively focused
on privacy and vehicular communication, a related set of research [34, 33, 20]
have investigated users’ perceptions on privacy concerns and preferences inside
the smart home environments and have identified a range of findings, highlight-
ing the importance of understanding users to be able to create usable privacy
mechanisms [15]. Others have also shown in an empirical study similar findings
in regard to users’ perceived privacy concerns for connected cars in terms of a
lack of transparency of data sharing with and use by car manufacturers [27].
This work also reports that some study participants mentioned perceived ben-
efits in terms of safety and risks if location data are shared with the police or
household members for tracking activities, without that this work is however
analysing these aspects more systematically and in more detail.

Despite such previous work examining end user aspects for other IoT and
mobile application areas, to the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to
analyze drivers’ privacy perceptions and preferences for privacy trade-offs and
control for privacy-enhancing car-to-car communication systems. Moreover, we
are the first to study these end user aspects for VANETs for South Africa.
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7 Conclusions

In this paper, we reported on a qualitative study on privacy perceptions and pref-
erences for deriving requirements related to privacy-enhanced car-to-car commu-
nication systems. We asked 16 drivers from South Africa about their preferences
about control and trade-offs of PET solutions for vehicular communications. The
main results and key observations that strike us as the most vivid and represen-
tational of the study for South African users are listed below in relation to our
two research questions that they are addressing.

Recurring themes answering RQ1:

– The more sensitive the data are perceived, the more concerned, the less
willing the users are to share.

– Participants are uncomfortable of location data being linked with their iden-
tity.

– Drivers often perceive lack of trust on external entities (government, police,
ISP) to protect their privacy properly.

– Drivers perceive limited trust in the privacy protection of PETs.
– Participants want more control over their privacy and want to make privacy

decisions transparent (usable privacy notices and control, transparency and
fine-grained settings).

– All of them are willing to share location and identity with family and close
friends.

– All participants are willing to share location in distress, they dispel being
tracked all the time.

– Drivers want to remain private against other drivers.

Recurring themes answering RQ2:

– Safety against criminals and privacy are the primary concerns of drivers in
car-to-car communication systems.

– Participants perceive safety implications (from criminals, hackers) of location
tracking.

– Opinions about data sharing depend on perceived safety benefits and trust
on external entities.

– Convenience (usability), privacy and safety (both traffic safety and safety
against criminals, hackers) are top priorities for users.

– Some participants are willing to pay for pseudonyms, but not much.

Based on our findings, we also elicited a first set of design requirements
for usable privacy and identity management for VANETs. Participants demon-
strated different views on location data sharing, and hence, different selectable
profiles should be offered based on different degrees of privacy-trade-offs with
utility/usability and cost. Moreover, transparency and interveneability options
should be offered by design, also for pseudonymous users, and fine-grained con-
trol options should be available for users.
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We are currently conducting the same type of interviews in Sweden for an
intercultural comparison and gaining further insights in regard to how far se-
lectable profiles of typical preference settings should differ for South African and
Swedish drivers. This will allow us also to derive hypotheses that will be tested
with a quantitative study for a follow-up in-depth analysis.
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